Unusual Trees

Trees with their imperial size and universal symbolism are considered to be the most important celebrities in the plant world. Out of many, few of them belong to a special A-list status, whether it is for their massive measurement or the number of years they have got under their belt. Here are some trees worth rolling out the red carpet for.

**Dragon Blood Tree**

The Dragon blood tree is the most famous and idiosyncratic plant of the island of Socotra. It has an exclusive and strange appearance, having the shape of an upside-down umbrella. This evergreen species is named after its dark red resin, known as “dragon’s blood”. The comical shape enables the tree to have optimal survival in arid conditions. The huge loaded crown provides sufficient shade in order to reduce evaporation.

**Baobab Trees**

The Avenue of the Baobabs is a group of famous trees situated between the Morondava and Belon’i Tsiribihina in western Madagascar. The Baobab trees, up to 800 years old, did not originally tower in isolation over the serene landscape of scrub but stood in the heavy tropical forest.
Cypress Tree

The Lone Cypress Tree near Monterey is one of the most famous points along the 17-Mile Drive, a scenic road through Pacific Grove and Pebble Beach. The road winds over miles of breathtaking coastal views of the Pacific, with turnouts along the way at the most archival and beautiful sites. The tree is a species of cypress that is endemic to the Central Coast of California. In the wild, the species is restricted to two small populations, near Monterey and Carmel.

Portland Japanese Maple Tree

The Portland Japanese maple tree leaves are made by strong light and cold. When crisp autumn night air combines with bright, warm days, leaves burst with red tones. Throughout the city, maple and larch trees appear with vibrant red and gold hues. The shades of yellow, orange and red begin to make scattered appearances of this maple tree.